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Elements in Chapter 9 of the Pinal Report of WG 2 

Special Weeds of Developing Countries 

1* IAEA-definition of D.C.'s should be applied in accordance with 

practise in other WG's (for example WG 3) 

2* Outline of the demand or enrichment services by D.C.'s up to 

the year 2000 should be in accordance with forecast used in IHPCE 

(WG U/2A input) 

3* Outline of general availability of enrichment services until 

2000 should be in accordance with forecast used in IBFCE (input WG 1A/2A) 

4. Analysis of demand by D.C.'s on the background of the general 

availability of enrichment services. Special emphasis should be put 

on the fact whether a diversified supplier market of various independent 

sources is and will be available until 1990 at least. 

It will be shown that, in a first approach, under mere commercial 

aspects (relatively small demand by D.C.*sf general availability of 

services; existence of a competetive and diversified market) fuel 

assurance in the area of enrichment services can be regarded as sufficient 

for D.C.'s at least for the mid-term future until 1990 or even 2000. 

5* Do special requirements for D.C.'s exist which, in spite of these 

aspects, woaid make it desirable or necessary for D.C.'s to have their 

own facilities or at least to participate in foreign projects by in

vestments or other appropriate arrangements? 

In this context the generally different industrial structure of D.C. in 

comparison to a developed country should be examined. As the economic 

and industrial infrastructure of a D.C. is weaker than in an industrialized 
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country, the dependence of the D.C.'a on foreign supply will be stronger 

and in cases of fuel interruption have a more severe impact on their 

economy than in an industrialized country. So this would be an argument 

for establishing own facilities or participate in international pro

jects to overcome these dangers. On the other hand the development of 

commercially scaled enrichment plants, highly sophisticated and complex 

technology, requires a large amount of highly skilled engineers and 

specialists, a highly developed industrial infrastructure and a consider

able amount of capital to make the necessary investments at home or 

abroad. 

With respect to countries with small nuclear power programs, the establish

ment of own facilities result in a cost increase of the fuel cycle* 

A balance of these aspects clearly disfavours the establishment of having 

facilities of its own. Maybe a way to help against the danger of too 

strong dependence is that D.C.'a get together in cooperative purchase pools 

for enrichment services and so strengthen their market position. 

6. These economic considerations favouring the dependence on big 

foreign supplies, however, remain valid until to the extent to which two 

basic conditions are beeing met by the market 

free access to a competitive world market; 

It is clear that, from tlte viewpoint of a developing 

country strong oompetion between a number of powerful 

suppliers would be advantageous, both with regard to 

economics as well as security of supply aspects* This 

competition should, of course, be strictly limited to 

economic conditions and should not interfer with the 

standards of internationally accented safeguards. Within 

these limits, however, world-wide competition may have a 
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reassuring affect for customers. 

- greater flexibility of the contracting conditions; 

It is clear that delays or enhancements in a small nuclear 

power program will result in relatively strong effects 

with regard to the country*s obligations* The economics 

of the dependence on foreign supplies therefore is closely 

related to the flexibility of the contracts. 

7* These conclusions will be supported by the course of the dis

cussion held in other WG*s. in particular WG 3* 

Under Chapter 4 of HG 3*s final report special proposals for improving 

fuel assurances are being made 

the establishment of a fuel bank 

the conclusion of back-up-arrangements on different levels 

of utilities and states. 

Both assurance mechanisms could contribute to improving fuel assurances, 

specifically for D.C.'s in cases of fuel disruptions* Although, the 

corresponding constraints must not be overlooked. 

General Conclusion: 

The demand for enrichment services by D.C.'s, can be met by the 

existing and planned facilities, at least until 1990. 

the availability of a worldwide competitive diversified enrichment 

services market as a guarantee for a secure and economic supply 

of enrichment services. 

there are little specific requirements of D.C.'s to have their 

own enrichment production facilities or make substantial financial 

contribution to foreign projects in order to receive a better 

treatment in receiving these services in the near and medium term, 

the wish to improve the current contracting conditions with regard 

to greater flexibility. 


